Operation Manual

Thank you for choosing ShowUp.
DIVA FLAKES consists of 29 colors and two sizes: SF (1/64 inch or 0.4 mm) and SFM (1/128 inch or 0.2 mm). Use a
gravity feed spray gun 1.8-2.0 mm caliber for the size SF and 1.5-1.8 mm caliber for the size SFM.
Add DIVA FLAKES to Clears (hardener or non-hardener). After painting the base color, apply DIVA FLAKE to the
surface until you are satisfied with the density of the flakes. (15% DIVA FLAKES in relation to Clears for high density
and 5% for low density)
In case you are doing dry paint, after painting the base color, apply Clears (hardener or non-hardener) first and separately
apply DIVA FLAKES by using a gravity feed spray gun. (Dry paint is required for DIVA FLAKES 103, 127, 131, and
132 for both size SF and SFM)
In case you are painting KANDY COLOR after applying DIVA FLAKES, make sure to paint Clears and smoothen the
surface with sandpaper (use sandpaper #500-800) before applying KANDY COLOR.
To complete, apply Clear Top Coat to the surface and use sandpaper to smoothen after it is fully dry. Repeat this process
until the surface is completely flat. Make sure to polish the surface afterward.

Color fade-out sometimes occurs which depends on the condition of storage and the kind of the color. Thank you for your cooperation.

Cautions
When you handle this product, make sure to use rubber gloves and glasses to protect your skin and eyes.
In case it gets into your eyes, wash them with running water thoroughly and see a doctor.
In case it comes into contact with your skin, please wash it thoroughly until the slimy feeling is gone.
If you feel pain and something amiss, ask a doctor for instruction.
After use, make sure to close the lid firmly and leave it where it dark and cold, away from the direct sun.
Please keep it away from young children.
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